Introduction to Fermentation Science
CHEM 1380
Spring 2022

“He was a wise man who invented beer.” - Plato
“In vino veritas.”– Pliny the Elder. Translated: “In wine, there is truth.”
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Beer and wine production around the world is at an all-time
high. The fermented beverage industry in Texas has rapidly
expanded in just the last few years. But, have you ever
wondered what exactly goes into the production of these drinks?
I mean, people have made beer and wine for thousands of years,
how hard could it be? Well, if you’re reading this syllabus, then
chances are you have an idea that there’s actually a fair amount
of science involved! From the growing of the raw materials
(barley, hops, and grapes), to the engineering of fermentors, to
the biochemical processes of microorganisms, the start-to-finish
production of beer and wine covers a wide variety of topics.
Within this course, we’ll cover some of the major scientific
bases behind producing these popular beverages.

Course Description
This lecture course focuses on the scientific principles of
beer and wine production. Students will begin by
learning about the basic horticultural and agronomical
practices associated with growing barley, hops, and
grapes. This will provide a understanding of the major
factors that can potentially impact the chemical
composition of the raw materials used for brewing and
winemaking. Next, students will be introduced to the
historical and modern processes of malting, brewing, and
winemaking. This will include the key scientific
processes that result in desired flavor profiles of various
styles of the beer and wine. From here, an emphasis on
the fermentation process will be presented. Students will
learn about the functions of key microorganism as well as
the various flavors they impart into the finished product.
This study will also include unwanted microbes that
could potentially infect and ruin batches of beer or wine.
This topic will lead into coverage of standard cleaning,
sanitation and sterilization, practices as well and their
scientific functions. Lastly, students will be exposed to
introductory concepts of sensory science. This will
include the basics of the human neurological systems
associated with taste, aroma, and mouthfeel as well as the
higher order functions of interpreting the combination of
these sensory inputs to determine the “flavor” of various
styles of beer and wine. All of this information will
provide the students with a general base of knowledge of
the behind-the-scenes operations and considerations of
breweries and wineries.

Class Meet Time

2:00-3:20PM, RBS 2024

Instructor

Dr. Jordan Beaver

Instructor Contact

jbeaver@uttyer.edu
903-566-6276

Office Hours

See Canvas Page

Student Learning Outcomes
Successful completion of the course should
leave students with the ability to:
• Critical Thinking: Identify optimal growing
conditions for various varieties of barely, hops,
and grape and assess how deviation from these
conditions may impact the brewing or
winemaking process
• Communication: Create written and oral
presentations which detail the general processes
of malting, brewing, and winemaking as well as
the key chemical principles that drive modern
methodologies and techniques
• Empirical and Quantitative Skills: Calculate
Quality Assurance/Quality Control metrics,
including sugar concentration, International
Bitterness Units, color, ethanol concentration,
yeast cell viability, pH, and concentration of key
grape/wine phenolics.
• Teamwork: Effectively collaborate with others
to research a topic and present their results.
• Identify key microorganisms associated with
beer and wine fermentation and their
contributions to flavor profile
• Describe common methods and reagents used in
the cleaning, sanitation, and sterilization of
breweries/wineries and the function each serves
• Comprehend the basic principles of sensory
science and how the start-to-finish process of
brewing/winemaking can potentially impact the
perceived flavor of the finished product
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Course Materials
In addition to materials provided on the
course Canvas page, this course requires
access to two additional textbook:
1) Beer: Tap Into the Art and Science of
Brewing. 3rd edition by Charlie Bamforth.
Found here on Amazon

Computer Access/Technology Capability
Students MUST have access to a desktop or laptop
computer with the capability to connect to the internet,
properly run and interact with the Canvas online
system, play standard online video formats, and upload
videos to Canvas.
Additionally students must have access to some form of
video and audio recording technology and be able to
upload original videos to the course Canvas page.

Course Grading
2) Wine Science: Principles and Application.
4th edition by Ronald S. Jackson
UT Tyler’s licensing agreement with
ScienceDirect allows for free, online access
to this text here.

Students will be evaluated for comprehension of
material through weekly quizzes based on lectures
and readings, 5 writing assignments, a video
project, and a final exam.

Assignment Weighting
Quizzes = 15%
Writing Assignments = 30%
Video Project = 20%
Midterm Exam = 25%
Attendance Quizzes: 10%
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Tentative Course Schedule
Date

Topic(s)

Assignments Due

Week 1

What is beer?
Growing Barley
Growing Hops

Quiz 1

Week 2

The Malt House
Malt Quality Control
Milling, Mashing

Quiz 2
Writing Assignment 1

Week 3

Labor Day 9/7

Quiz 3

Boiling, Whirlpool, Cooling
Hop Additions
Week 4

Beer Fermentation Part I
Beer Fermentation Part II
Cold Crashing/conditioning

Quiz 4
Writing Assignment 2

Week 5

Carbonating and Packaging
What is wine?
Growing Grapes Part I

Quiz 5

Week 6

Growing Grapes Part II
Grape Berry Quality Control
Pressing Grapes

Quiz 6

Week 7

Maceration
Phenolic Extraction
Punch-downs, pump-overs

Quiz 7
Writing Assignment 3

Week 8

Wine Fermentation Part I
Wine Fermentation Part II
Wine Fermentation Part III

Quiz 8
Midterm

Week 9

Barrel Aging
Wine Packaging
Bottle Aging

Quiz 9
Writing Assignment 4

Week 10

Review on Beer
Review on Wine

Quiz 10

Week 11

Cleaning and Sanitation
Kettle and Fermentor Design

Quiz 11

Week 12

QA/QC: Historical vs. Modern Methods
Styles of Beer
Styles of Wine

Quiz 12

Week 13

Flavor Part I
Flavor Part II
Basics Sensory Science

Quiz 13
Writing Assignment 5

Week 15

Brewery Operation and Management
Winery Operation and Management
Social Responsibility

Quiz 14

Week 16

No class. Optional Review Session

Group Video Project Due
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Course Assignments
This course is organized into modules. Each module is intended to take one week. This will
include assigned readings, recorded lecture videos, and graded assignments. Each of the
following assignments corresponds to a module assignment. Due dates are listed below each
assignment in the Modules section as well as in a weekly announcement from your instructor.
Lecture Video Quizzes
Since this is an online course, lecture material will be provided in online lecture videos.
Viewing of this lecture material is a required part of the course. To help ensure comprehension
and completion of lecture videos, each lecture video will include an embedded lecture video
quiz. This may include up to 10 multiple choice questions. PlayPosit and will pop up at any
point during the lecture video. Lecture video quizzes will be automatically scored and entered
into your Canvas gradebook when you complete the video. You may complete the lecture video
quizzes as many times as you would like. Only the most recent score will be applied to your
final grade. If you would like to redo the quiz, you must restart the entire lecture video starting
from the beginning, as the PlayPosit software does not allow you to skip forward during the
video.
Weekly Cumulative Quiz
After completing all the assigned readings and video lectures, students will take an online quiz.
These may include multiple choice, true/false, or free response questions. Though each quiz
will seek to emphasize information taught during that week, students will also be tested on
information from previous weeks. Each quiz is to be considered cumulative to encourage
review of previous information for better knowledge retention. Time extensions must be
submitted at the beginning of the semester. Only one attempt is allowed, and no make up will
be allowed without an approved excuse.
Writing Assignments
At the beginning of the semester, students will be assigned a specific commercial beer and wine
(assignment list will be posted to the Canvas Home Page). In weeks 2, 5, 7, 9, and 13, students
will be required to write an assessment of one or both products as they pertain to the scientific
theories behind production processes taught video lectures and assigned readings.
Group Video Project
In week 11, students will be assigned to a project group that they will collaborate with to create
an original video submission. This video will take the form of a short “mockumentary” (5-8
minutes) that details the start-to-finish production process of producing a particular style of
beer or variety of wine. This will not be a real commercial product like the writing assignments,
but rather will be a theoretical creation of an original product. Students will predict the
sensorial profile of their theoretical product and support these claims with scientific bases
learned throughout the semester.
Midterm Exam
Approximately midway through the semester, we will examine your retention of what we have
studied thus far. This exam will be closed book but vocab sheet is allowed. Questions will be a
mix of multiple choice, true/false, and free response. Students will have 90 minutes to complete
the exam, at which point the exam will automatically submit. Time extensions must be
submitted at the beginning of the semester. Only one attempt is allowed, and no make up will
be allowed without an approved excuse.
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COVID-19
Students are expected to wear face masks covering their nose and
mouth in public settings (including classrooms and laboratories). The
UT Tyler community of Patriots views adoption of these practices
consistent with its Honor Code and a sign of good citizenship and
respectful care of fellow classmates, faculty, and staff.
Students who are feeling ill or experiencing symptoms such as
sneezing, coughing, digestive issues (e.g. nausea, diarrhea), or a
higher than normal temperature should stay at home and are
encouraged to use the UT Tyler COVID-19 Information and
Procedures website to review protocols, check symptoms, and
report possible exposure.
Students needing additional accommodations may contact the Office
of Student Accessibility and Resources at University Center 3150, or
call (903) 566-7079 or email saroffice@uttyler.edu.

Keys to Student Success
Keep up with lectures and readings. There is always the allure to leave assignments to
the last minute with an online class, but this approach will not foster success or retention
of information. Weekly, you may be able to cram and pass quizzes, but the writing
assignments and exam in this course are cumulative, building off concepts from earlier
weeks.
Ask for help/clarification when you need it. Especially because you are not physically
interacting with your professor, you may be tempted to just let a concept you don’t grasp
just remain as such. DON’T! Contact you instructor with any questions you have. That is
what they’re there for.
Spend time studying. Don’t just mindlessly watch lecture recordings and skim assigned
readings. Take notes, make connections between various sources of information, and
seek outside sources to expand your depth of knowledge of a particular topic.
Do not cheat. Students are encouraged to study and work together, but it is expected that
everyone submits their own original work. This includes writing assignments as well as
answers on quizzes and exams. Cheating will not be tolerated. If evidence of such
actions is discovered, students will be referred to the Office of Student Conduct and
Intervention.
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University of Texas Policies
UT Tyler Honor Code
Every member of the UT Tyler community joins together to embrace: Honor and
integrity that will not allow me to lie, cheat, or steal, nor to accept the actions of
those who do. Students Rights and Responsibilities To know and understand the
policies that affect your rights and responsibilities as a student at UT Tyler,
please follow this link:
http://www.uttyler.edu/wellness/rightsresponsibilities.php
Students Rights and Responsibilities
To know and understand the policies that affect your rights and responsibilities
as a student at UT Tyler, please follow this link:
http://www2.uttyler.edu/wellness/rightsresponsibilities.php
UT Tyler Resources for Students
• UT Tyler Writing Center (903.565.5995), writingcenter@uttyler.edu
• UT Tyler Tutoring Center (903.565.5964), tutoring@uttyler.edu
• The Mathematics Learning Center, RBN 4021, this is the open access
computer lab for math students, with tutors on duty to assist students who are
enrolled in early-career courses.
• UT Tyler Counseling Center (903.566.7254)
State-Mandated Course Drop Policy
Texas law prohibits a student who began college for the first time in Fall 2007 or
thereafter from dropping more than six courses during their entire undergraduate
career. This includes courses dropped at another 2-year or 4-year Texas public
college or university. For purposes of this rule, a dropped course is any course
that is dropped after the census date (See Academic Calendar for the specific
date). Exceptions to the 6-drop rule may be found in the catalog. Petitions for
exemptions must be submitted to the Enrollment Services Center and must be
accompanied by documentation of the extenuating circumstance. Please contact
the Enrollment Services Center if you have any questions.
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